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Universities and colleges are big fans of campus card systems. Student 
IDs double as a payment method for food, parking and even books. 
Allow students to pay for printing with PaperCut MF-integrated 
campus cards.

Cost Savings

CAMPUS CARD 
INTEGRATION

More Cost Savings features:

Shared Accounts: Charge departments for print and copy output

Payment Gateways: Provide services that allow users to transfer funds 
from an external

Pay for Print Hardware: Self Service print and copy payment devices
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It’s easy to manage all your students, staff, and devices with PaperCut 
MF. Log in to the web-based admin dashboard to see who, what, when, 
where and how users are printing. Set up quotas, encourage sensible 
usage and view over 80 pre-built reports in one place.

Accountability

ONLINE DASHBOARD

More Accountability features:

Over 80 Reports: Detailed reporting from user to department and 
everything in between

Printing Rules & Policies: Change user behavior with forced duplex, 
BW and economical MFP routing

Classroom Quotas: Used to control and restrict users to sensible use by 
allocating a quota/allowance/budget

Watermark & Digital Signatures: Built-in features to secure and protect 
your environment even after a print is released
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Don’t fall victim to security breaches and FERPA fines. Safeguard your 
campus against attacks that expose student records. PaperCut MF 
puts privacy first with features like Find-Me Printing and more.

Security

FIND-ME 
PRINTING

More Security features:
Secure Print Release: Jobs are only printed when the user arrives at the 
print area and confirms his or her identity

End-to-End Encryption: Security from the device to the print server, the 
print server to the printer, and the printer to the user

User Authentication: Verify the identity of users by using a username and 
password, pin number or by swiping a card
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Empower students to print from any smartphone, laptop or Chromebook 
with PaperCut MF. Use Mobility Print to track BYOD printing in a snap or 
head straight to the cloud. Send your documents right to Google Drive, 
Dropbox and more with Integrated Scanning.

Accessibility

G SUITE & CHROMEBOOK 
INTEGRATION

3. Direct user syncing from G Suite*

 PaperCut MF lets you sync users directly 

from G Suite (Available only with G Suite 

Enterprise for Education), which means 

SysAdmins only need to manage a single 

user pool, and users themselves can log 

in easily with their Google credentials. 

4. Convenient scanning to Google Drive

 PaperCut MF lets you securely manage 

all your scanning in one place, and send 

documents straight to a Google Drive 

folder – all using a simple tap-and-scan 

workflow.

1. Easy, accountable Chromebook printing

 Our BYOD feature Mobility Print installs to 

Chromebooks in minutes, and lets users 

print intuitively via the Chromebook’s 

native interface. Plus, it’s all part of 

PaperCut MF, so everything’s identified, 
tracked, and costed with ease.

2. Automatic and reliable printer discovery

 Whether mobile, BYOD, or managed 

device, your printers will pop up 

automatically without fail. Better yet, 

you don’t need to worry about which 

drivers to deploy for different operating 
systems – it’s all taken care of. 

How PaperCut MF delivers feature-packed, 

problem-free Google printing

PaperCut MF is the first enterprise print management solution  
to fully integrate with G Suite, hurdling the most common printing 

obstacles found in Google printing environments – and making  

its strengths even better. Here’s how:

sales@papercut.com 

www.papercut.com/go/GoogleEd© 2018 Papercut Software International Pty Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Job Ticketing controls and automates every kind of specialty printing – 3D 
printing, production printing, laser cutting, and anything else in a print 
room or FabLab – all in one place. For users, it’s a simple and welcoming 
storefront for more finicky printing. And for operators, it’s a powerful 
workflow tool to manage and fulfill jobs with ease.

Accessibility

JOB TICKETING

More Accessibility features:

Mobility Print: Simplifies the printing process from bring-your-own 
devices (BYOD) and mobile devices.

Integrated Scanning: Integrated MFP scanning to email, home folder 
and cloud storage

OCR Scanning: Quickly and simply create text searchable documents 
and PDF’s


